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 Notes : 1. All questions are compulsory.  

 2. Draw well labelled diagram wherever necessary. 
 

    

1.  EITHER.  

 A) i) Distinguish between step index fibre and graded index fibre. 

 

4 

  ii) Discuss the losses of light energy in optical fibre.  

 

4 

  iii) When the mean optical power launched into 9km length of the fibre is 140 W, the 

 fibre gives mean optical output power 4 W. 

 Calculate. 

 a) Overall signal attenuation or loss in dB.  

 b) Signal attenuation per km.  

 

OR 

 

2 

 B) i) What is frequency modulation? Obtain an expression for FM modulated wave.  

 

5 

  ii) Discuss the advantages of FM over AM. 

 

3 

  iii) The FM signal is represented by V(t) = 5 sin  810 t 7.5 sin 2000t volts.  

 Find  

 a) Frequency of modulated signal.  

 b) Frequency deviation.  

 

2 

2.  EITHER  

 A) i) What is a half adder? Draw its logical diagram using NAND gates only.  

 

4 

  ii) What is full adder? Explain its working using two half adders and OR gate.  

 

OR 

 

6 

 B) i) What is a counter? Discuss different types of binary counters.  

 

3 

  ii) Explain the construction and working of 4-bit asynchronous up counter. Draw the 

 time diagram.   

 

7 

3.  EITHER  

 A) Define acceptance angle and acceptance cone.  
 

2½ 

 B) The 80kW carrier signal is to be modulated to a depth of 80%.  

Find  

a)  carrier power after modulation. 

b) Power in side bands.  

c) Power of modulated wave.  

2½ 
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 C) State and prove De-Morgan's Theorem.  

 

2½ 

 

 D) Explain the working of RS flipflop using NAND gate. Justify your answer.  

OR 

2½ 

 E) Calculate the critical angle between core and cladding having RI 1.48 and 1.41 

respectively.  

 

2½ 

 F) Distinguish between AM and FM. 

 

2½ 

 G) Draw the logical diagram of the following equation Y ABC ABC ABC.    Simplify the 

equation.  

 

2½ 

 H) Explain the action of monostable multivibrator.  

 

2½ 

4.  EITHER  

 A) Explain the phenomena of total internal reflection in an optical fibre.  

 

2½ 

 B) Derive an expression for total power of an AM wave.  

 

2½ 

 C) Perform the following subtraction using 1's complement method.  

a)    2 2111011 101010  b)    2 211011 1111  

 

2½ 

 D) How race around condition is overcome by JKMS flipflop?  

OR 

2½ 

 E) What are advantages and disadvantages of the monomode and multimode optical fibre?  

 

2½ 

 F) Explain the need of modulation in radio communication techniques.  

 

2½ 

 G) State the laws of Boolean Algebra.  

 

2½ 

 H) Calculate frequency of Astable multivibrator, if 

1 2 1 2C 1000 F, C 2000 F and R R 10K       . 

 

2½ 

5.  Solve any ten of the followings.   

 a) Draw the structure of optical fibre.  1 

 b) What is graded index optical fibre? 1 

 c) Define optical bandwidth. 1 

 d) What is amplitude modulation? 1 

 e) If modulation index is 0.65, find % modulation.  1 

 f) Mention disadvantages of FM. 1 

 g) Convert  1065 into Binary. 1 

 h) Obtain AND gate using NOR gate. 1 

 i) Show that, A AB A B   . 1 

 j) What is a multivibrator? 1 

 k) What is edge triggering? 1 

 l) Name different types of registers.  1 

  *************  

 


